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“Computer Architecture”
Computer Architecture

Art of selecting and interconnecting hardware
components to create functional unit (or computer)
2 categories
⌧Instruction set architecture (ISA):

• the code that a CPU reads and acts upon. It is the machine
language (or assembly language), including the instruction set,
word size, memory address modes, processor registers, and
address and data formats
• Interface between H/W and S/W
• programmers’ point of view

⌧Microarchitecture (or computer organization):

• describes the data paths, data processing elements and data
storage elements, size of cache, and describes how they
should implement the ISA
• Optimization
• Power Management
• system designers’ point of view.

Analogy: House (rooms)
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Micro-Architecture
Computer System
CPU (with PC, Register, SR) +
Memory

Computer Architecture:
“conceptual design and
fundamental operational
structure of a computer
system”
“blueprint and functional
description of requirements
and design implementations
of a computer”
focusing on the way the
CPU performs and accesses
memory.
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Micro-Architecture
•ALU (Arithmetic Logic Unit)
•Fundamental building block of
CPU
•Binary Full Adder
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Microprocessor Bus
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Architecture by CPU+MEM
organization
Princeton (or von Neumann) Architecture
MEM contains both Instruction and Data
Von Neumann Bottleneck – CPU < Memory
Cache

Harvard Architecture
Data MEM and Instruction MEM
Higher Performance
Better for DSP
Higher MEM Bandwidth
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Princeton Architecture
1.Step (A): The
address for the
instruction to be next
executed is applied
(Step (B): The
controller "decodes" the
instruction
3.Step (C): Following
completion of the
instruction, the
controller provides the
address, to the memory
unit, at which the data
result generated by the
operation will be stored.

•CPU can be either reading an
instruction or reading/writing data
from/to the memory.
•Both cannot occur at the same time
since the instructions and data use the
same bus system
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Harvard Architecture
CPU can both
read an
instruction
and perform a
data memory
access at the
same time.
Faster for a
given circuit
complexity
because
instruction
fetches and
data access
do not
contend for a
single
memory
pathway.
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Architecture by Instructions and Executions
CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computer)
Variety of instructions for complex tasks directly to
hardware
Easy to translate high-level language to assembly
Complex Hardware
Instructions of varying length

RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer)
Fewer and simpler instructions
Each instruction takes the same amount of time
Less complex hardware
High performance microprocessors
Pipelined instruction execution (several instructions are
executed in parallel)
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CISC
Architecture of prior to mid-1980’s
IBM390, Motorola 680x0, Intel80x86

Basic Fetch-Execute sequence to support
a large number of complex instructions
Complex decoding procedures
Complex control unit
One instruction achieves a complex task
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Characteristics of RISC
Favorable changes for RISC
Caches to speed instruction fetches
Dramatic memory size increases/cost decreases
Better pipelining
Advanced optimizing compilers

Characteristics of RISC
Instructions are of a uniform length
Increased number of registers to hold frequently
used variables (16 - 64 Registers)
Central to High Performance Computing
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Processor Classification
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INTEL VS. ARM
Next PCs
Smart phones (on ARM)
Mobile Devices – MP3, Digicam (on ARM)
Run on Intel’s x86? --- Intel’s wish

ARM revisited
No chip hardware – license only (powerful and
variety of licensees)
cell phones etc
SoC device (CPU + I/O + Peripherals+ Memory
+ etc)

INTEL
Does not want to License x86 (Lesson from
AMD)
New approach for SoC: Atom based X86 SoC
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Intel 386 - Brief
Address: A31- A2
BE3 – BE0 (“Byte Enable”)

Data: D31 – D0
Registers
Control Registers
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BLOCK Diagram
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Connecting with Memory, I/O, and Peripherals

Single Board Computers
Processor Boards
Kits
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Memory Interface
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Memory Interface - Practice
Interface between a processor and a
(pair) of memory (of smaller than the
maximum memory space)
Where do we place the memory in the
memory space?
Practice and Exercise
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Intel 80386 Memory – Decoding
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Big-Endian vs. Little-Endian
Big-Endian: Words are stored with the lower 8- bits in the higher of the two
storage locations: Motorola
“Big guy ends at lower address”

Little- Endian: Lower-order byte stored in the lowest address) processors:
Intel 80x86 family
Little guys ends at lower address”
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“Endianness”
Endian or Endian-Architecture
how multi-byte data is represented by a computer system and is
dictated by the CPU architecture of the system
Not all computer systems are designed with the same endian
architecture
Issues with software and interface
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Endian-Neutral
Conversion
Byte Swap
Network I/O Macro

“Endian Neutral”: allowing the code to be ported easily between
processors of different Endian-architectures, and without rewriting
any code. Endian-neutral software is developed by identifying
system memory and external data interfaces, and using Endianneutral coding practices to implement the interfaces [Intel]

HOMEWORK #1
Technical Report on Endian-Neutral Software
What? Why? How?
2-3 pages; 1” margin all sides; 10 pt; Times New Roman; No
cover page (Title and your name); single space; single column
Submission: Hardcopy only by 5:10pm Tuesday Sept 27.
Remember: Importance of the first paragraph
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386 Instruction Set
9 Operation Categories
Data Transfer
Arithmetic
Shift/Rotate
String Manipulation
Bit Manipulation
Control Transfer
High Level Language
Support
Operating System
Support
Processor Control

Number of operands:
0, 1, 2, or 3
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